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Dr DAVID FORD of theAquarlan: Advisory Service
offers practical advice on planting your tank.
I

hatever
the books
may say,'
plants are not essential
for the home aquarium,
It is often stated that the
oxygen the plants give,
off balances the fish's
production of carbon
dioxide. This overlooks
the niqht-tirne situation
where plants absorb
oxygen and produce
carbon dioxide.

The excreta from the fish is
also supposed to fertilise the
plants, but this balance
requires one fish per
hundreds of plants, in fact
thousands of plants if just
nitrate requirements are
considered.
The so-called Dutch
Aquarium with its 'balance' of
fish and aquatic plants is
actually an underwater garden
with just a few, very few, fish
to complete the scene.
Aquatic plants are used for
decoration, to give a natural
scene. Having established
One method
of planting
your tank,

Pack not too tightly
into polypot
./'

Insert plant into
plug (made from
rockwool) , ,

, Or hide,
behind rocks
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that is the reason for planting
the home aquarium, what are
the best choices for the
absolute beginner, taking into
account ease of planting,
decoration, and hardiness.

'EaSe o'f,
planting
Many aquatic plant suppliers
now pre-pot species in
rockwool within a smallplastlc
pot The main advantage is
that the roots are protected for
the transplanting. This is the
secret of success in" ,
underwater gardening ...the,
pla!'!t roots, Just as with land
plants a good root system is
essential for growth and
resistance to disease .
A bundle of water plants
withpoor (or no) roots, held
together with a lead strip, is
not going to survive, Save
such instant displays for the
temporary show tank.
If the chosen plant is not
potted you can pot it yourself
(kits are available) or use
large pots filled with loam
topped with gravel for
multiplant displays. Do not
use Peat..Jt alters pH .and
supplies no nutrients to the
plant.
Small pots can be. hidden
behind stones or buried if the
gravel base is deepenouqh
(over 5cm usually).
A better base is silver sand,
which the roots like to grow
into from the confines ofthe
buried pot. If you want a
gravel base, blend it 50/50
with sand. It is the fine texture
of the sand that encourages
root growth,so any kind will
do ...river (often called honey
sand) or pure Silica (white or
silver sand). Not builder's
sand however, it is usually full
of lime which alters the pH
and can chemically damage
roots.

Right:

crvptocorvne
~endtii.
Below right:,Angel
fish look anheir
best in a tank with
tall plants. '

If large pots are used, these
can be packed with useful
media such as loam and Bulb
Fibre or .John Innes potting
mix, into which the minipots
are plunged, or rooted plants
carefully planted.

Making y~ul'"
(','ruvnpots -: ,
t'

•

"

(

A cheap pot is the lightweight
polystyrene troLlghs from the
Garden Centre. To hide them
in'the aquarium smear with
Silicone Sealer and stick
aquarium gravel and/or sand
all over the outside. You can
easily make your own plant
boxes to special shapes with
Polystyrene sheet, pinned
with wooden toothpicks and
sealed with silicone Sealer.
Do not plant directly into the'
gravel, especially if an
undergravel filter system is
used. The roots do not like
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growing in. pebbles - no more
than garden plants do - nor do
they like water flowing over
the roots, In the fastestflowing jungle streams the
roots of tropical plants are
always found in deep, still
mud. This has to be
reproduced in the aquarium
for any chance of success.
The use of a proprietary
plant fertiliser is
recommended. The best are
not a simple fertiliser like a
nitrate/phosphate mix. Such
compounds are available to
the roots in the loam. Instead
they contain trace elements
absorbed by the leaves, such
asMolybdenum arid Boron
ions, which may be absent
from tapwater.

Decoration
For a good aquatic scene the
plants must be placed with
Practical
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large ones at the back,
medium in the centre and
small in the foreground. This
is obvious.
However, variations on that
theme are necessary. A row
of tails along' the back, with a
row of mediums in front and a ,
few small ones by the front
glass look so regimented they
appear artificial. Add a centre
piece that towers over all the
others (the classic example is
a Japanese Sword).·
Sweep the plants in an arc
so the tank appears-to have
greater depth (that's front to
back depth).
Plant according to species
of fish too. Discus and Angels
look at their best among tall
plants. Shoals of Neons are,
best among bundles of bushy
plants, Zebra Danios need a
clear space for fast swimming,
catfish like Cryptocorynes to
shelter under ...
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~ Geography 1:00
If, although a beginner, you
want to be a connoiseur
fishkeeper, the"'theme tank'
should be botanically correct
torthe fish species. Use
South American plants in the
Amazonian aquarium, Asian
species in an Indian theme
tank, and so on.
The Proper names of plants
often reveal their origins, e. g.
Vallis or Wild Celery is
Vallisneria asiatica (Asiam-or
Green Cabomba is ceboma«
carolininia (USA).

Hardiness
Beginners need plants that will
survive, so only buy the tried
<;I.ndtested varieties that have .
been spld in the aquarium
trade for many years .
• 'New' varieties are always
being introduced but these will
not have been proved by
generations of hobbyists.
Some may be mar.ginals or
aerial shoots, that are only sold
as 'temporary' plants like the
potted plant for the front room.
Choose from the traditional
varieties listed in the table.
Good leaves, .ot a rich green
colour free of spots (which
may be indicative of a virus
disease) but most of all, with
good fleshy roots visibly
growing out of pots.

Wa1:er quali1:y
Plant in a pleasing design in an
aquarium of mature water,
properly filtered to be @in-olear.
The tradition of filling a new
tank and installing plants then
leaving for a week to mature
is quite wrong. The plants will
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. be harmed by.~chlorinated
tapwaterjust like the fish. Use
rainwater: wherepossil;lJe, but
if tapwatsr is necessa~y, it .
~l,Ist tie treated and mature,

l.;lgh~iing
Water clarity is essentialtor
,proper fDJjotosynthesis::;rAe "
~rnost expiensille lighting. '
"system is not effective if'
cloudy water rob? the plantsof photons. Thls is another
advantage of silver or white
, sand.over gravel, the highly
reflective surface increases
Pi'loto~.yn!hesis.
, '"
. Use fluorescent lights with
the latest te'chnology sQch as
Triton or Powerqlo. These do
not fade with age and hcive
the correct spectrum for plant
'. growth., . ,c" J,'"
. Theolder'!ypes can lose up
to 50% of their ibtensitj within
Practical
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months, This is notobvious to
the flshkeeper, who only
dlscovers'that s6metping~is ..
amiss by the plants Ibakin!,,),
sickly:
,
Pack as many tubes into,thE!
cover as pgssiole ,<;ina ad{j)he·
new metal tetleotors.ro
.'
increase the intensity.llyou
'e\ler stand under a.tf<Gpical..
sunat midday the'blihdimg
brillla:nCE;lwilishowt~at
repro.ducing this' in the home
aquarium cannot be,~overdone"
How long fRe,lights showld
be on is easy too ...reproduce
the tropical sun, which shines
for 1Z'haurs :daily.
Fit a-timer, andthe lights
should coma on and off at flxed
times So the 'plants (and fish)
can have adiurllaLrQYthm.· ,
Switching lights on and off
.at odd t,ilJesWill;!JIive the
plants the.equivalent of our
Jet-lag! •
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